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BoomPress, a premier content management system, has played a pivotal role in the immediate

success of The Gaming Juice, a brand new site launched by Brad Evans, through its seamless

integration.

“Speaking as a tireless creator who always strives for peak efficiency, BoomPress has maximized

my efforts across the board,” said Evans. “Most importantly, the site is downright gorgeous.

Users, whether the common clicker or industry-tied voice, have submitted nothing but heaping

praise about the site's navigability, aesthetics and layout.” 

The Gaming Juice launched in February and saw results right away. Evans’ collaboration with

BoomPress on his NCAA Tournament Big Board innovated a necessary concept for his users and

showed the power of BoomPress’ custom work. 

“Succinctly displayed ranks are always a content demand for fantasy players/bettors.” Evans said.

“(CEO) Adam Bertram addressed and implemented our requests in a very timely manner,

brilliantly designing a clean presentation.” 

BoomPress’ ability to create new user-friendly items (like the Big Board) is something that sets it

apart. "If a necessary tool or feature isn't in our arsenal, we'll develop it. We've never turned

down our clients' innovative ideas — they fuel our continuous evolution,” said Melissa Lloyd,

Director of Client Growth. 

Since The Gaming Juice’s launch, Evans has been vocal about the importance of BoomPress all

across his social platforms. “I've offered only the highest recommendation. Given the changing

industry landscape, it's time for established content voices to take control of their careers.

BoomPress makes that transition seamless,” Evans said. 

Added Lloyd, "Brad's content creation dedication and savvy moves in channeling followers to his

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.boompress.com/
https://thegamingjuice.com/


site were truly impressive. His thorough prep work before the site launch made our job a breeze.

Clearly, he found real value in our user-friendly interface."

BoomPress has proven to be an invaluable asset in empowering content creators to thrive in the

ever evolving landscape. As the Gaming Juice continues to flourish, it shows as a testament to

the collaboration of BoomPress’ innovative platform and visionary creators like Brad Evans. 

About [Company]: BoomPress is a revolutionary software platform tailored for content creators,

including writers, bloggers, authors, journalists, and artists. The platform eliminates the need for

plug-ins and navigates away from the complexity typically found in open-source interfaces.

Designed with usability at its core, BoomPress allows content creators to concentrate on

generating compelling content for their target audiences while building and nurturing a robust

user community.]
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EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors

try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something

we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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